
Windows
Scrivening

Things

I’m Martin Rinehart, a professional writer (software how-to) and 
a newbie novelist who just taught himself to use Scrivener. These 
are Things I needed to learn to understand Scrivener. I’m jotting 
these down before I forget what it was like to learn Scrivener.

Knowing these Things may flatten your learning curve. At least a 
little bit.
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0) Scrivener for Windows Things

These instructions are specific to Scrivener for Windows. Got a 
Mac? Sorry. I don’t. Want a book? Scrivener for Windows cannot 
be learned from a Scrivener for Mac book. The products are 
different.

1) Binder Things

a) It’s too small. You can’t tell the icons apart. You’ll need 
to understand those icons when you get to the Compiler. While 
you’re learning try 18pt type:

Tools / Options / Appearance / Fonts,General
/ Binder / Select_Font / 18

Take that slow. It will make sense. (Nice job hiding it, no?)

b) Your Manuscript folder is special. Put your manuscript 
in it. Front Matter goes in “Front Matter.” Your Manuscript folder
may be named “Draft.” You may rename it if you like, but that 
doesn’t change it’s special relationship to the Compiler.

c) The Compiler uses three icons from the Binder:

Easy enough to tell folder from the others. Easy enough (far too 
easy!) to not distinguish text group from text. Note that in the 
Binder the Folder icon may have a funny little addition. The 
Compiler doesn’t care:
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The ‘top text’ (my name) is text that you write directly in the 
folder. It comes before any documents in the folder.

d) Folders may contain other folders, text groups or texts. 
Text groups may contain other folders, text groups or texts. If you
put another text, text group or folder into a text, it becomes a text 
group. You choose the formatting separately for each of folder, 
text group and text at each level (number of indents from 
Manuscript).

Wait a minute! A folder can contain other documents as well as its
own text. (Here ‘text’ really means any of the stuff you could 
have in a .DOC file, including text, pictures, links and so on.) A 
text group can contain any other documents, in addition to its own
text. So what is the difference between a text group and a folder? 
There’s really no difference, except that you can format them 
separately in the Compiler.

e) Level numbers are counted by the compiler. They are 
the number of indents from Manuscript (or, maybe, Draft).
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2) Compiler Things

a) To get to the real Compiler click this button

b) To format a Level 1 folder, choose formatting and select the 
Level 1 Folder:
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Note those icons. (Binder icons, of course.)

c) The plus sign (in “Level 1+”) tells you that there are no higher 
levels of this type of item (folders are chosen here). The ‘plus’ 
reminds you that if you subsequently add items of this type at a 
higher level they will copy the formatting you do here.

d) These buttons add / delete higher levels for a selected item 
type:
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Sort of. If you click the “+” button there, it will rudely do nothing
if you do not have more levels in your binder. The minus button 
does nothing (and says nothing) if you are at Level 1.

e) To format titles for Level 1 folders, you need four clicks:

1. Choose Formatting.

2. Choose level and type (folder, text group or text).

3. Choose the item (Title).

4. Click Section Layout

That will get you here:
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Note the paragraph symbol (you pressed Enter). “<$t>” is the 
“placeholder” for the number, to be displayed as text (first letter 
capitalized). In this example, text like “Chapter One” will appear 
above the chapter title. The chapter title will be the title you chose
for a Level 1 folder. I should say, ‘The chapter titles will be each 
one you chose for Level 1 folders.’ (Oh dear. That’s still not quite 
right. ‘...will be each one you chose for the Level 1 folders that 
you specified as Contents to include. No need to output a whole 
novel if you want to proof a couple chapters.)

Note also that you should never specify “Chapter One” (or any 
other title that includes numbering). Let the compiler add the 
numbers for you at compile time. Need to change chapter order 
(or insert one, delete another)? Just drag your chapters around in 
your Binder. Scrivener will do the rest.

If you are a veteran Word (or LibreOffice, OO, Pages...) writer 
you are used to putting the headings inside the documents. Maybe
formatted as ‘Heading 1’ or some such. In Scrivener you may 
have a title page, nicely formatted, but for the rest of your 
headings, you put the text of the heading into the title of the item. 
For Level 1 chapter folders, that means your title will be the title 
of the first chapter. If your first chapter is a folder with ‘top text’ 
it might look like this:
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The Windows, Section Layout, Case tab lets you choose 
“CHAPTER ONE” or “chapter one” if you prefer. Mac users have
more options.

If you are a veteran of any program that lets you choose fonts, 
you will look around the lower half of the Compile / Formatting 
window for the font name dropdown. It’s not there. If you want it,
click here:

(Why? There’s plenty of space for a standard dropdown.)

f) Now consider this pair:
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In Formatting, if you have checked Title (top window) you cannot
select and delete the Title (bottom window). Remove the Title 
check in the top window and the title will disappear in the bottom 
window. Ditto for the text. 

By the by, I have not found use for the other things you can 
choose in the top window (Meta-Data, Synopsis, Notes) but I’m 
pretty sure I’ll want these when I get really good with Scrivener.

There are lots of online video tutorials on compiling. Here I’ve 
tried to get you started with the stuff they typically miss.

3) Automatic Numbering and Placeholder Things

Not so flexible as LibreOffice, but very, very simple. When you 
add a number placeholder to a format prefix or suffix, Scrivener 
starts a series for that placeholder. <$t> is the placeholder for 
“text” numbers (“one”, “two”, …). As it compiles, each time it 
sees that placeholder it increments the count and inserts the 
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specified number. If your novel has chapters at Level 1, for 
example, a <$n> placeholder in the Level 1 folder format would 
correctly increment chapter numbers. 

It would be correct, that is, IF YOU DON’T HAVE ANY OTHER
<$n> PLACEHOLDERS. Use <$n> for your chapters and for 
your illustrations, your first chapter will be “1” the two 
illustrations in that chapter would be “2” and “3” and your next 
chapter would be “4”. If you want <$n> for your illustrations, use
<$R>, or anything else you like, for your chapters. Each 
placeholder is given a separate numeric sequence, each starting 
with one. You can reset a sequence to one with the <$rst> 
placeholder prefix.

There are sub-numbers available so those illustrations could be 
“1.1” and “1.2”. I’ve not tried these, so do drop me a line after 
your experiments.

The Mac product has all the placeholders one click after “F1”. 
Windows users need Appendix D in the product manual, the 
relevant portion of which is here:

Automatic Numbering

<$n> 1, 2, 3, …
<$r>, <$R> i, ii, iii, … I, II, III, …
<$T> One, Two, Three...
<$w>, <$W> one, two, three, … ONE, TWO, 

THREE
 

<$p> page number (Arabic numerals, when available)

Project Meta Data 

<$projecttitle>,

<$abbr_title>

Nice Long Project Title

NLProject
<$fullname> Martin Rinehart
<$forename>, <$surname> Martin, Rinehart
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4) Book Things

My Kindle app is clogged with Scrivener books. Karen Prince is 
the only one that came near five stars for me, but a) be sure you 
get her Windows book and b) immediately turn to the end where 
she lets her reader download .PDFs of the whole book, free. 
(Adobe plays nicely with Scrivener. You’ll want both on your 
monitor at the same time. Karen’s a Prince when you can follow 
her examples in your own Scrivener.)

5) Importing Your Existing Work Thing

I was looking at a monumental job, moving 750 pages, 54 
chapters, from LibreOffice into Scrivener. Then I discovered:

Documents / Split / with Selection as Title    (Ctrl+shift+K)

It was still hard work, but hours, not days.

There are Word-specific importing videos online, if that is your 
issue. Most use some combination of reducing all your beautiful 
Word formatting to nothing but plain text, then importing using 
lots of Split / with Selection as Title.

6) More Scrivener Things

This is a big, powerful tool for all phases of writing. I’m sure that 
I’ll come to appreciate it. But I started with a finished novel, so I 
didn’t use it to make sure that Acacia’s blue-green eyes were 
always blue-green, for example. I used it just to output the eBook 
formats. 
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Scrivener has three main work areas: Binder, Editor and 
Inspector. It defaults to showing the first two. I didn’t use the 
Inspector. You need to be good with the Binder and Compiler to 
make Scrivener start to work for you. Save the Inspector for later. 
It toggles on/off with this button:

The Editor has three flavors: regular, cork board and outliner. You
can write an entire novel in the regular flavor. You can choose one
of the other flavors here:

From the left, that’s regular (highlighted), cork board and outliner.

Actually, Scrivener will choose the cork board for you when you 
look at a chapter folder in a new novel project. It shows index 
cards, one for each scene. Scrivener thinks, reasonably, that the 
cork board is a better choice than an empty editor.
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Use the cards you see on the cork board however you like. They 
will tag along with any other content you place in your scenes. 
They won’t be in your way. I imagine I’ll make heavy use of them
in the plotting stage of my next novel. View them in the Inspector.
Reorder them by dragging them around the cork board. Your 
Binder will get reordered to conform.

I’m an outliner, not a pantser, so I imagine the outliner will be a 
great help. We’ll see. The Binder is another outliner, too.

Hope these Things help. (I spent half an hour trying to find the 
right place to increase the Binder text size. Poor Google could 
barely conceal his impatience!)

Martin Rinehart

MartinRinehart.com/explicitly-sexy

MartinRinehart at gmail dot com

P.S. The rose graphic on the first page and below is from my 
novel. The artist, Maxine Gulden (see the ‘signature,’ lower-right 
corner), is one of the novel’s three heroines. If you like roses, sex,
marriage and romance, with a dash of drama and three shakes of 
humor, go to my site and grab a review copy. You win bragging 
rights if you spot the Dickens allusions.
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